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KEY DESCRIPTIONS

Monomeric Vinyls
-    Indoor & shorter outdoor 3 - 5 year
-    Less shrink resistant than polymeric
-    Temperature range lower than polymeric
-    Lamination - see benets below

Polymeric Vinyls 
-    Indoor & outdoor 5 to 7 years
-    Shrinkage rate lower than monomeric
-    Withstand lower and higher temperatures than monomeric
-    Lamination - see benets below

Cast Vinyls
-    Indoor & outdoor up to 7 years
-    Very little to no shrinkage
-    Can withstand extreme temperature conditions
-    Lamination - see benets below
-    Lamination required to create popular Grawrap system

Removable Adhesive
-    Easy removability of vinyl up to 12 months without leaving glue 
     residue
-    After 1 year glue residue might be left behind and a glue 
     remover required

Permanent Adhesive
-    Once applied the adhesive will be difcult to remove
-    When removed, it will leave glue residue behind and will require a 
     glue remover (for example Rubb-Off)

Air-Escape Adhesive
-    Adhesive is protected by a high quality STRUCTURED  
     silicone paper
-    This gives the air escape effect to facility application with 
     extreme ease
-    Once applied will perform as permanent adhesive
-    Comfort:  Improved slide ability/repositionable

Laminates
-    Add protection against:  physical wear, UV exposure, abrasion 
     and scufng
-    Increases colour intensity, enhance images and add texture or 
     effect
-    Always keep “sandwich” the same, e.g. Monomeric vinyl & 
     Monomeric Laminates 

LARGE FORMAT DIGITAL PRINT MEDIA AND LAMINATES

Warranty period (durability is based on Central European conditions):

If applied in areas with higher UV factors, temperatures and/or humidity, the outdoor durability will be reduced.   
For Middle East and African countries multiply warranty period stated in technical data sheet by 0.5.
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